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ABSTRACT
The ever rising interest related to the underwater no1se originating
cavitating propellers prompted the Italian Navy to study this aspect
val architecture in an experimental way.

from
of na-

This was accomplished carrying out extensive model tests in the Italian Navy
cavitation tunnel (CEIMM) and full-scale tests in cooperation with CETENA.
This paper outlines the measuring technique theacoustic behaviour of the cavitation tunnel as well as the measuring technique and analysis of full scale tests carried out with hull-mounted hydrophones.
Some problems arising from both these kinds of measurements and their analySlS methodology are highlighted. A technique to take account hull
boundary
and hull vibrations, during full-scale tests, is also discussed.
Finally some results of "near field" propeller noise, obtained from both model and full-scale measurements, are shown and compared.

INTRODUCTION
The noise radiated by the external elements of the ship's propulsion system
and in particular by the propeller can become predominant a~d representative
of the global noise level if the operative conditions of the propeller
are
such as to cause inception and development of cavitation phenomena
on its
blades /1/.
Under these conditions, the propeller radiates directly into the flow a noise level, which not only consists of a certain number of distinct
lines in
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the low frequency r8nge (linked to the blade frequency and to its
multiples), but 81so becomes predominant in the whole field of high
frequencies which 8re essenti811y rel8ted to cavit8tional phenomena.
It therefore appears obvious how import8nt the propeller is in the "acoustic
signature" of a ship and thus in the possible identification of the ship
itself by modern detection systems of underwater weapons.
In this light one of the main e~ims of the me8surements carried out by means
of hydrophones, loce~ted at the ship stern above the propeller disk,consists
in defining both this source of noise and its levels related to the various
operative conditions of the ship.
The problem of propeller radiated noise is furthermore considered to be a
subject for experimente~l research at cavitation tunnels world-wide and in
particular at the It81ian Navy Cavitation Tunnel /2/.
The present method of recording and analysing noise data at this specific
tunnel h8s been established as a result of numerous tests, carried out both
on two-dimensional foils as well as on propeller models in order to optimisP.
the ce~libration of the adopted measurement set-up and essentially to
investigate the effects, in terms of acoustic noise, which the inception of
the various types of c8vitation involve /3/, /4/.
One of the aspects which is still under investige~tion in this model
experiment81 research is a univoc8l definition of the parameters 8ble to
formulate correct transfer laws, from model to full-scale conditions, of the
noise level generated by the propeller •
To this purpose and independently of the various solutions to this probl em
formu18ted by different researchers, the
availability
of
full-sc ~le
experimental data of the quantities under review, provides a useful
opportunity to verify the prediction laws 8dopted.
This report describes the testing methodology and the
tests, used both in model and full-scale conditions.
Some of the results
described below.

obtained

from

this

setting-up

experimenal

of

the

investigation

are

TESTING METHODOLOGY AND SETTING UP OF INSTRUMENTATION
1.1

FULL-SCALE MEASUREMENTS

The usual assessment of this kind of test consists in installing some
(generally two) hydrophones Clt the hull bottom above the propeller disc as
well as a number of pressure transducers ( 4-6)
and
a.
number
of
accelerometers loc8ted in proximity of the hydrophones themselves.
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The hull transducers, used for noise measurements, are B&K hydrophones, type
8103
(the technic~l characteristics and rel~tive response curve are
well-known). The signe~l, vie~ 8 B&K e~mplifier, type 2635, is visualized
during the e~cquisition on an oscilloscope e~nd recorded directly onto
me~gnetic te~pe, "Scotch 3M" using a Nagre~ IVS .J.
te~pe
recorder (recording
speed : 38 cm/sec).
The transducers used to measure the pressure induced on the hull are of the
inductive type Pll from HBM, where~s the accelerometers loce~ted close to
both the pressure tre~nsducers and the hydrophones are of the B&K type 4371 ,
with
a
cut-off frequency of around 2500 hz.
The signals of the pressure trans ducers and of the accelerometers, suitably
amplified, are recorded on magnetic tape by means of a Sangamo tape recorder
for further processing.
A general outline of the set of instruments used is shown in fig.! in which,
the dislocation along the ship of the various transducers and of the
acquisition terminal is also shown, for the measurements which constitute
the subject of this paper.
The positioning on the hull of the two
hydrophones e~nd of the pressure transducers is better illustrated in fig.2
in which the stern e~rea of a naval vessel, on which this kind of
measurements were performed, is shown.
More dete~ils on the instrumentation set adopted by CETENA in such full-scale
tests is reported in /5/.

1.2

NOISE
MEASUREMENT SET UP AND
C.E.I.M.M. CAVITATION TUNNEL

ACOUSTIC

CHARACTERISTIC

OF

THE

- Measurement chain
The noise measurement che~in used at the C.E.I.M.M. tunnel is illustrated in
the block diagram in fig.3.
It corresponds, essentially, to the one
suggested by the ITTC /6/.
- Positioning of the hydrophone receiver
Several experiments and measurements were carried out in order to establish
the best geometric position for the hydrophone receiver and the most
suitable link between the structure of the tunnel and the casing of the
hydrophone, so e~s to reduce to a minimum the signal distortions /7/, /8/.
The hydrophone positioning used at the
tests is as follows (compare fig.4) :

present

by

C.E.I.M.M.

for

noise

a) in correspondence with the propeller plane, in a water filled box mounted
on the testing section, from which it is separated by a perspex window
which guarantees e~coustic trasparency. This box is resiliently mounted
on the tunnel window;
b) at 1,65 m from
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filled box resiliently mounted on the tunnel wall.

- Acoustic characteristic of the tunnel
The frequency responce of the working section of the tunnel has been
obtained by using a hydrophone emitter placed in correspondence with the
prope11 er shaft. This type of hydrophone emits a noise signal, produced by
a generator and then amplified, its spectral components being uniformly
distributed along the frequency range concerned (white noise).
In order to check the acoustic characteristics of the tunnel testing
section, two series of tests, using the same C.E.I.M.M. measurement set up,
were ccarried out <:~t I.N.S.E.A.N. towing tank basin n.1 (430mx13mx6.80m).
These experimentswere carried out by plcacing the hydrophones along the
centre line of the basin, at a depth of 3.4 m, at a distance between the
emitter and the receiver of respectively 0.4 m and 0.8 m.
The results of
the above-mentioned tests are shown in fig.S from which the following
observations can be deduced
a) the acoustic characteristic of the tunnel is fairly similar
the basin;

to

that

of

b) it is possible to transfer with fair approximation the noise levels
obtained, from measurementscarried out at 0.4 m (tunnel) between the
source <:~nd the receiver to the sta.ndard distance of 1 m, between the
propeller and the receiver, by applying the law of spherical propagation
of sound.
- Background noise of the tunnel
The reliability of the measurements carried out on propeller models depends
to ;:~ large extent on the acoustic behaviour of the tunnel.
The C.E.I.M.M. tunnel was built (1962-1964) without specific
for the attenuation of the background noise.

consideration

In order to identify both the frequencies themselves and their ranges
influenced by background noise in the tunnel (due to
dynamometer, main
rotor,
stator, etc.,) a series of e~periments were
carried
out,
systematically varying the number of revolutions of the dynamometer, the
number of revolutions of the ma.in rotor and the pressure in the testing
section.
The results of the investigation have shown that the pressure in the testing
section, the flow speed and the number of revolutions contribute in
different ways to the background noise :
- the variation in the number of revolutions of the dynamometer has most
influence on the background noise and it becomes louder as the speed of
the water decreases
- the vcariation of the pressure in the testing
background noise on frequencies above 10 KHz
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- the variation of flow speed in the testing section
b~ckground noise at flow speeds of more than 9 m/sec.

influences

the

The experiments c~rried out until now h~ve, moreover, shown noise levels for
some frequencies for which the relev~nt source has been identified.
It is, however, importcent to stress tha.t the background noise can be
disregarded when the noise level of the propeller under testing
is
rel~tively higher
(10 dB) than the background noise level associated with
the s~me functioning conditions.
Otherwise, the levels and the noise
spectra of the propeller must be corrected for the level of the background
noise.
The background noise of the C.E.I.M.M. cavitation tunnel, recorded for the
experiements carried out until now, has always been negligible, particularly
in the frequency field typical of cavitation.
- Testing methodology
The tunnel cavitation experiments are carried out disregarding the Froude
number parity in order to achieve, for a given cavite~.tion index and a given
advance coefficient, a Reynolds number sufficiently high to reduce as far as
possible cavitation scale effects.
This essentially involves carrying out the experiment using a high number of
propeller-revolutions, the highest possible in relation to the strength of
the model and therefore at a higher static pressure than would be necessary
to ~dopt according to Froude's law.
Such a testing method also hces a.dvCintages related to noise testing, as it
allows a reduction in the quantity of air bubbles which form in the testing
section thus ensuring the correct acoustic transmission of· the water.
It should also be noted that by using high pressure values it is possible to
perform the tests with a fairly high air content (around 0.6) which is
positive for what concerns the tunnel-sea correlation in terms of cavitation
phenomena /2/.

2

ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY AND DATA PROCESSING

Given the complex nature of the acoustic noise signal, the methods of
of the signal c~n be differentiated, depending on the type of
information which needs to be obtained.

~n~lysis

There are basically two ways of ans.lizing the radiated hydrodynamic

noise :

a) the so-called "broad-band" analysis which, depending on the type of
analyser, can be carried out in octave b~nds, one third octave bands
(more common), one tenth octave bands, etc.
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b) the "narrow-band" analysis which involves analysing the signal with a
higher frequency resolution so as to define, the energy content of the
noise on a much higher number of frequencies.
The first is typical of the noise measurements radiated at relatively
long distances from the ship ("Far-Field") and the results are shown c;~s a
function of the values of the central frequency of the various bands as
being twenty times the logarithm of the root mean sqared value (R.M.S.)
of pressure referred to a reference value (Po • 1~Pascal), thus :
(Band level) Bl ~ 10 lg [Ptrms/Plo] • 20 lg [Prms/~o].
Generally, the "level" is shown in a spectral form (and thus corrected
for the width of the band so as to refer it to 1 Hz according to the
formula :
("Spectrum Level") SL• Bl - 10 lg (A f) J
c;~nd finally reduced to the distance of 1 metre from the source, by
means
of the formula :
I
("Spectrum Level") SL • SL - 10 lg (R/1 m),
the
hypothesis
of
where
R • distance in metres, according to
omnidirectional spherical waves. The usual notation is thus as follows :
"Spectrum Level" SL (dB)
ref 1r Pa, 1m, 1 Hz.
:I

The second type of a.nalysis, on the other ha.nd, provides more detailed
information about the frequency field by identifying all the predominanc
lines of the spectrum. The presentation is simply made in terms of
"levels" (referred to 1rPa and to 1 m), indicating the width of the
narrow band used.
2.1

TECHNIQUES USED

Both of these a.nalysis techniques were applied to the data obtained.
The broad-band a.nalysis was carried out in one third octave bands using a
Bruel & Kiaer type 2~31 analyser which supplies, directly onto video, the
acoustic "levels" as Cl function of the frequency centres of the various
bands starting from 1.6 Hz up to 160KHz. The levels were obtained with
linear averages and relative mean times of 32-64 seconds.
Some results will be illustrated in the next paragraph.
The full scale data analysis was limited to the up frequency of
all the relevant results are reported in /9/.

20 KHz

and

As far as the analysis relative to the signals of the pressure transducers
and the accelerometers placed on the ship stern is concerned, this was
cC:Irried out using the Fast Fourier Analyzer, type .P. 5451 B, in use at
CETENA Data Processing Centre, which allows the spectral distribution of the
pressure values induced by the propeller and the vibration values in terms
of locsl acceleration, to be obtained.
All the relevant results are
reported in detail in /10/.
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ON

MEASUREMENT

THE

FULL-SCALE

The

complementary measurements carried out by means
erometer trcmsducers aim to define both the pressure
the propeller at low frequencies (first blade frequency
;:~nd the
local as well as global vibration levels
correspondence with the hydrophones thereby affecting the
~ccel

AND

CORRECTION

of pressure and
levels induced by
and its multiples)
which
occur
in
response.

The simultaneous Bnalysis of these signalsallows the right corrections at
noise level picked up by the hull-mounted hydrophones to be carried out so
as to eliminate both the effect of the presence of the hull (solid boundary)
a.s well ;:~s the effect due to the vibrations of the hull itself.
The corrective factor due to the first effect is defined as the relationship
between the pressure measured at the hull and the pressure radiated in the
free field and it is of course, a function of the form and materia.! of the
surrounding surface.
In the case of a rigid plate of infinite dimension, this factor takes on the
value 2.
Moreover, this value has been confirmed also for stern shapes
similar to those of the above-mentioned ship as proved by
previous
experimental tests /11/.
Therefore, all the collected pressure values must be divided by 2, which
a reduction of 6 dB (in the low frequency range) on the directly
measured noise levels.
me;:~ns

A second problem which must be taken into consideration is that of the
global and local structural vibrations (of panels) to which the hydrophones,
rigidly mounted on the hull, are subjected.
It is above all the local vibrations which can induce very high pressure
values in the immediate vicinity of the hull surface so that the hydrophone
in the hull also records the effects of this contribution due to the
vibrations.
In order to obtain noise levels comparable with the tunnel test results, it
is therefore necessary to establish the influence of the global and local
vibrations and thus the pressure by them induced.
As far as the effect of the global vibration of the hull is concerned, it is
necessary to measure the pressure and the vibration both in conditions of
forced excitaton (by means of a hydraulic exciter) as well as in natural
excitation when the ship is underW9y.
Relative to the effect of local (panel) vibration, a series of additional
measurements, using accelerometers, are needed by locally exciting the panel
in order to define its resonance
frequency
(or
frequencies).
By
simultaneously recording the signal from the hydrophone mounted on the panel
the transfer function between pressure and vibration can also be obtained.
For frequencies near the local resonance frequency of the panel,
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of pressure can be found in the nearby flow which can even be far higher to
those induced by the cc.witating propeller, c;~s experimentally proved by
several rese8rchers /12/, which require corrections of up to 15 dB on the
spectral content of the measured noise levels.

A measure on the effects of the vibration of the ship stern structure, by
means of accelerometers, was carried out during the trials the results of
which are discussed in this report.
The pressure due to the global vibrations was obtained
from
these
measurements and was of the order of 5% of the total one for the first blade
harmonic and of the order of 25% for the second one.
This requires a further correction
hydrophone of the order of 1-2 dB.

of

the

noise

level measured by the

The 1 ocal panel vibration me<clsurements, for which it is necessary to use ~u.
accelerometer (piezoelectric) with a high cut-off frequency (with a line~u
response from 0 Hz to al least 12000 Hz) were not carried out on tb:t f>
occasion. Therefore a check on the actual correction to be made to the
spectral noise levels, due to this local vibrational effects, was not
possible.
The uncertainty concerning the validity of a comparison between noise levels
remains, within the middle-frequency
range, even if these experiments
have enabled a more correct methodology to be identified, both
fo~
acquisition as well as analysis to be used in the future.

3

PRESENTATION OF RESULTS

All the results obtained from the experimental full-scale trials performed
on an Italian Navy frigate are reported in detail in /9/.
Measurements and analysis c£ propeller radiated noise have been carried out
at increasing ship speed from a ship' FN • 0.140 up to FN = 0.400 in order
to investigate both on the effects that the different propeller cavitating
conditions have on the radiated noise as well as on the efficiency of two
air insufflation system with which the ship is equipped.
In this report the radiated noise spectrum levels measured by means of the
hull flush-mounted hydrophone for two most significative ship speeds
(FN = 0.246, corresponding to back shet and tip vortex cavitation inception,
and FN • 0.400 corresponding to the highest investigated
speed)
are
reported.
The two noise spectrum levels are shown in fig.6 and 7 respectively, where
the corresponding spectra obtained from test carried out in model scale at
Cavitation Tunnel for the same propeller operating conditions, are shown and
compared. In the same figures the "far field" ship radiated noise spectra,
as measured by the fixed hydrophones of an acoustic range, are also
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indic~ted.

The tr~nsfer l~ws ~dopted to sc~le-up both frequencies ~nd sound pressure
levels from model to full sc~le conditions ~re summ~rized in fig.8 <~nd <~re
h<~sic~lly derived from ref. /13/.
As concern the two respective propeller C<~vit<~tion p<~tterns observed both in
full sc<~le <~nd model conditions, they <:~re shown in figg.9, 10 where the
extent of suction <:~nd pressure side C<:~vit<~tion is illustr~ted.

4

OBSERVATION AND COMMENTS

From the results discussed in this paper the following can be noted :
- the noise
obt<:~ined

Possible
f<:~ctors

:

spectr<:~

in

in the tunnel
conditions.

me<:~sured

full-sc<:~le

expl<:~n<:~tion

for

this

<:~nd sc<:~led <:~re

discrep<:~ncy c<:~n

lower

than

those

be found from the following

in the tunnel the noise emitted from the propeller <:~lone is measured
in full-scale, the me<:~surements are also influenced by the glob<:~l
noise produced by the ship
where<:~s

- the extent of the c<:~vitation on full-sc<~le propeller blades, <:~lthough
f<:~irly reproducing
the simul<:~ted one in the c<:~vitation tunnel, shows some
v<:~rted loc<:~l phenomena which are unreproducible in the tunnel due to
m<:~ny
phistc~l
re<:~sons,
not least different m<:~nuf<:~ctoring toler;mces /14/
between the model and full-scale prope1Jer
-the C~dopted noise sc<:~ling l<:~w, according to the TNO formulation /13/,
should be refined on the be~sis of both further tunnel e~nd full-scale
experiments.
In this context it must be pointed out that one of thenain recommendations put
forward
by the 1 ast !TIC' 84 Cavite~. tion
Committee
concerns
"the
implemente~tions of noise sce~ling le~ws by utilizing resulJ's from this kind
of
full-scC~.le tests".

5

CONCLUSION

This report has described some fundamental aspects related to the problem of
noise ra.dia.ted by s ship (in particular by its propeller) at sea. and some
general concepts relating to experiments.] techniques and noise processing
are also summarized.
Prediction of

the
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w~y.

The results obtcdned to dCite show thCit:
-the testing methods both in model and full-scsle conditions h~ve been
~dequ~tely checked
snd hCis proved their relie~bility ~lso in terms of the
instrument<:~tion used
-the hydrophones mounted on the ship hull, despite the complexity of the
sign~l conditioning
as alree~dy ment.toned, offer the opportunity of he~ving
B qu~lite~tive
noise spectrum even without Cln acoustic
range
and,
<:~dd:l tionall y, provide
the opportunity to monitor possible damage e~nd/or
modific8tions occurring on the propeller blades
- to compare directly the
propeller
no.ise
spectrum
obtained
from
measurements carried out on model sc<~le (Cavit<~tion Tunnel) with results
obtained by me<~ns of hydrophones mounted on the ship hull, it is necessary
to t<~ke into 8Ccount the different bound8ry conditions between the two
me<~surement systems, which can be Cldequ<~tely evaluated using complementary
measurement techniques as already mentioned
- the CCivit<~tion tunnel with its :lnstrument<~tion equipment represent a
flexible Clnd reli<~ble facility for a relative evaluation of the noise
levels Clssocie~ted with various prope11er cavit~tione~l phenomena. As a
confirm8tion of this st~tment some
results
of
comparative
noise
mee~surements, suggested
by ITTC C<:witation Committee c~rried out by some
intern~tionsl tunnels
on the ssme propeller model
under
different
c<~vi t~ting conditions
Cl re reported in figg .11-t-13, where CEIMM' result
~re Cllso shown snd compsred /15/.
It js the ~uthors' snd their respective Organizstions' aim to continue the
studies concerning correlations of both noise levels and propeller induced
pressures between
model
(Csv. Tunnel)
and
full-sc8le
experimental
conditions.
Of course the amount of full scale experimental data will definitely be
incre8sed once Cln acoustic range is <:~v8ilable in Italy.
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Fig. 1
Dislocation of instrumentation set adopted
by Cetena for noise and vibration measurements on a naval vessel
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Sound spectrum levels comparison
Ship's FN = 0.246
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Fig. 8
Frequency and sound pressure level scaling laws
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Propeller cavitation pattern
observation
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Propeller cavitation observation
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Noise measurements of conventional
tunnels (suction side cavitation)
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Noise measurements of conventional
tunnels
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Noise measurements of conventional
tunnels {pressure side cavitation)
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